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What an exciting and colorful year we have had in the art room! From watercolor paints to oil pastels
and every other medium in-between, we have explored many new forms of creativity. Students have worked
incredibly hard on their art and have really “wowed” me with their enthusiasm and imagination. It has been
such a blessing to inspire yourthe children and watch them grow as artists this year in the Art Room!

This year in the Art Room Kindergarteners learned about
texture and used new materials to create bold Alphabet Artworks! Each
student began by using a variety of texture plates to create rubbings on
their page. They set the texture plate under the paper and rubbed a
crayon on top to reveal the design. After completing countless rows of
texture rubbings, we painted a layer of neon tempera paints over the
surface to make our background bold and bright. To finish off this
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piece, artists showcased their penmanship and wrote their alphabet letters using a supersized marker bottle.
Way to go, artists!
Frida Kahlo became our artist of
inspiration as 1st Graders learned
how to draw a self-portrait. Frida
Kahlo was a Mexican artist better
known for her symbolic self-portrait
paintings. She was quoted in saying, “I
paint myself because I am so often
alone and because I am the subject I
know best.” Her work was a mix of
fantasy elements, symbolic objects and
even animals were included in her
compositions. After learning about Frida, 1st grade artists were challenged to draw themselves with their
favorite animal. They worked in pencil (, drawing from observation), and addeding in details for each facial
feature. They outlined in sharpie and then colored with colored pencils to complete this creative selfie.

2nd Graders got their hands messy with air dry clay while creating

used on this fun project.

an owl. We learned how to use texture in our art and explored unusual
materials that could transform the surface of our clay. Some students
were fond of the small dotsdimples that could be created by appeared
when using a tooth brush tapped againstinto the surface, while others
enjoyed the ridges that appeared were created after pressing corrugated
cardboard into the soft clay. After playing with texture, each artist
practiced proper clay assembly skills to attach their additional owl detail
pieces. After letting our owls dry, we used a combination of oil pastels
and black ink to add color and bring emphasis to the unique textures

Sculpture and 3-Dimensional forms3-Dimensional
forms and sculpture became the focus for our last
project in 3rd Grade. We learned the process for

creating a paper-mache sculpture and constructed
jumbo sized Pencils or Colored Pencils. First, students
learned how to cut and form a paper cone which they
adhered to a cylindrical cardboard tube. Together,
these pieces formed our pencil armature, also known
as the interior structure of our sculpture. We then
began covering our cardboard structure with strips of
plaster cloth. This step was messy and slimy, but so
entertaining to watch as the students explore this
unusual material. After letting the plaster cloth dry,
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we painted the sculpture using acrylic paints and transformed our sculpture into an oversized art material.
Great work, 3rd graders!
Dot…. Dot… .Dot… . became the background noise that
accompanied our 4th Graders as they created a

Pointillism art project. Artists learned about Georges Seurat,
a French painter who co-founded the Pointillism art
technique. Monsieur Seurat focused on layering intricate
dots of colors in outdoor landscape paintings. His work,
when observed up close appeared as a colossal mess, but
from farther away an image would materialize and colors
would optically blend together to form new shades. 4th
Grade students were challenged to draw their favorite food
item and then use the Pointillism technique to complete
their work. They played with spacing their dots close
together creating dense areas of color and they showcased dots that were spaced further apart, lightly filling
the page. Most importantly they stepped back from their art as they worked to access the progress of their
piece and observe how the image would change due to the creative layering or placement of dots.
C'est magnifique!

5th Graders explored using symmetry in art and created a Fleur-De-Lis print. Students learned about the

Fleur-De-Lis (a stylized lily) that can be seen in sports
logos, emblems for different organizations and an
artistic element associated with the well-known MardiGras celebration. Artists created a symmetrical design
studying the different variations of a Fleur-De-Lis, then
learned how to transfer their art onto printmaking
foam. They carved into their foam, creating deep
grooves before learning the steps to pull a print. Each
student inked up their printmaking foam by rolling a
brayer through ink. After the proper amount of ink
was applied, the foam plate was flipped onto paper
and a clean brayer was rolled over the back. The foam
was removed from the paper to reveal the transferred image., which were very impressive!Very impressive
prints were created during this lesson!
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6th Graders finished off an imaginative year in the Art

Room with a group art project and created miniature food
items. Artists worked in small groups and created themed
cuisine using oven-baked clay. They picked their menu,
assigned food items to each person in their group and then
worked hard sculpting, molding, and creating small food
creations. They collaborated ideas and techniques as they
worked and then presented their meal to the class. It was a
delicious adventure in creating 3-Dimensional art and
teamwork. Bon appétit!
7TH

Graders put their collage skills to the test as

they learned about contemporary artist, Dolan
Geiman and studied his unique multilayered work.
Geiman works with found materials and combines
them together to form North American fascinating
animals or American iconography themed multidimensional art. Students were challenged to create
an animal using only found materials in the art room.
They dug through recycled scraps, old maps, vintage
postcards, and a variety of unusual treasures to form
their creatures. With a combination of torn and cut
paper, students designed their animal and
background, focusing on the use of color and patterns
to bring emphasis to their design. To complete their
work, they adhered their art to a canvas board and
sealed the surface with a protective clear gloss.

8th Graders ended the year with a creative sculpture project. They

learned about the different materials used for creating a Paper-Mache
Sculpture and how it could be used forcan be utilized for set and prop
design, home décor or even epic Halloween costumes. After seeing the
endless possibilities with this fantastic medium, each artist chose their
subject matter and created multiple sketches to map out their ideas. They
built their armature using a variety of newspaper, wire, tape, cardboard,
and recycled goods. To cover their armature, they applied layers of plaster
cloth or paper pulp which are, two artistic versions of the traditional flour
and water mixture typically used for papier-mache. To finish off their
sculpture and watch it truly transform, they painted their art using acrylic
paints and sealed the surface with a clear glazeor adhered decorative
papers to the surface. Way to finish the year strong 8th Graders!
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Musical Moments
This year the Printmaking Elective students explored
different
Keep amany
song in
your heart!!!
forms of printmaking and the clear favorite of the trimester was the Lino Block
Relief project. I’m not sure if it was the ability to design their own t-shirt or the
sharp tools used for carving their blocks, but this project was thoroughly enjoyed by
all the students. For this project, each artist designed their image, transferred it
onto a rubber block and then carefully used carving tools to create their design.
They rolled the surface of their block with fabric ink and began the creative process
of a custom designed block printed shirt. I was so impressed by the originality and
arduous hard work exhibited by the artists this session.

Eastertime Mass - Grade 1B worked
diligently on perfecting their Eastertime
Mass. At the homily, students sang a
beautiful song entitled, “Lord I Lift You
Name on High” and learned with Sign
Language. Students beamed with pride
after their performance.
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Grandparents’ Day Mass Students in 2B created beautiful posters
in music class to accompany their
Grandparents’ Poem. They also sang a
“Grandparents’ Day Song” during the
Homily to honor their Grandparents and
Grand Friends.

Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel - Thanks to a
wonderful grant from the Parents’ Club, students in grades
K-6 watched a performance of Hansel and Gretel. It was
performed at St. Louise by N.O.I.S.E. (Northwest Opera in
the School, Etc.) For many students it was a trill to see a
live opera performance. Students thanked the Parents’
Club and the Opera Company by writing letters to them.

“Lord, I Lift My Hands on High”- Grades K through
4 students practiced and performed a praise song and
liturgical dance. Students in 4B led the whole school in
this uplifting worship song as a prelude in the
Grandparents’ Mass held on May 11th. Many seniors
commented that this was their favorite Mass for the
year.

“Hats” & Mothers’ Tea Kindergarten students worked all
spring singing and dancing in their
musical, “Hats.” As part of their
costumes, students donned their
own special hat. The theme of the
musical reminded students that the
most important thing is to
remember what is underneath your
hat is what really counts. After
6

their fun filled musical, students got busy perfecting three songs for their annual Mothers’ Tea.
Students sang: “Sing a Rainbow”, “What a Wonderful World”, and “I Have Love in My
Heart”. May 18th was K’s sixth and final performance for the year.

Honk Jr. - Forty students graced the Interlake HS Theatre in
their performance of Honk Jr. March 15th and 16th. Sixteen
students worked on stage crew (sets, lights, sound, make-up,
ushering) and many other 7th and 8th graders gave of their
time and talent in the Set and Prop Elective. Students
celebrated their success by attending their cast party at Round
Table Pizza in Redmond. A fun time was had by all. We
would especially like to thank Mrs. Trina Legnon who altered
over 90 costumes. It is with a heavy heart that we bid her
farewell as she and her family move to Spokane to assist with her parents’ care. You will be
deeply missed, Mrs. Legnon! Here are some photos from this year’s production.
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Summer Camp - Our 5th and 6th grade students danced and sang to the swinging tunes of
John Jacobson and Mac Huff’s “Summer Camp” Concert. It was the perfect concert for our
sixth graders after spending a week at environmental camp on Mount Rainier. This show came
complete with dances from many eras: Swing, Mop, Spider, Butterfly & Lady Bugs, Horse
Flies, Mosquito, Thriller, the Bear and Army Ants. Many of the specialty dancers gave up
recesses to perfect their moves. We were very excited that it was announced at the concert by
Mr. Fitzpatrick that next year’s fund-a-need for the Auction will include a call for donations to
refurbish the Parish Hall, so it can be a better home for future concerts and to bring our school
musical back on campus. We need to improve the stage space, create backdrop curtains, add
proper lights, improve the sound system, and purchase more audience chairs for our Parish Hall.
“Summer Camp” was a perfect ending for our school year.
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BOOK FAIR
Thank you, parents, for a tremendous 2018 Book Fair! I appreciated your enthusiasm and support throughout
our Scholastic Book Fair week. It was busy and exciting week. The students enjoyed finding items of interest
and getting great ideas for summer reading. It was a success from beginning to end!

Lent and Holy Week: This was a time to read inspiring stories of faith
and spiritual journeys. Books on Saints, the life of Jesus, and the Blessed
Mother. Each grade listened to appropriate grade level books and discussed
their meaning both verbally and in written form. Some examples included:
The Miracle of Easter in kindergarten, The Tale of Three Trees in second
grade, The Story of the Easter Robin in third grade, and Love One Another in
5th grade.

GUEST AUTHOR
Guest author, poet, songwriter, and educator, Eric Ode, came to the St. Louise library to
talk to the children in grades K-5th. He shared this books, poetry, and songs with the
students. Eric talked to the children about his journey of becoming an author. He also led
writing workshops with grades 2-4. It was an honor to have him speak at St. Louise.

Kindergarten and First Grade: The children worked hard this school year on learning and knowing
the parts of books. They learned about fiction and non-fiction stories and how we find them in our library. Story
time lessons included books on spring, science, patterns, and animals. Multicultural books were also shared
showing the world as a global village. Humorous stories such as Woodpecker Wants a Waffle, The Bad Seed,
and Duncan the Story Dragon were read and discussed. The children also listened to video books as a different
way of hearing stories read to them.

Second Grade: The students learned about the author, Robert Munsch. They
learned information about him through his biography, website, and numerous stories that
were read in class. The children emailed him and even heard back! They were thrilled.
The children did a great job this year getting to know the library, the location of books,
and finding books of interest to them.
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Third Grade and Fourth Grade: Students effectively learned
how to do use the computer to find books, information, and research on
subjects. In third grade, they learned about non-fiction books and how to
find them using a call number. The students continued to explore Destiny
to find books within the library system at St. Louise. Third grade also
learned about biographies, their components, and where they are located in
the library. The children listened to and discussed the biography of Milton
Hershey and Dav Pilkey. In fourth grade, the students practiced the format
of bibliographies. They learned how each one is set up depending on the resource they are using. The students
explored different types of references that can be used as sources for research: dictionary, encyclopedia,
internet, thesaurus, atlas, and almanac. They played a game to test their knowledge.

Fifth Grade: The students continued to learn about types of genres and how to determine the genre of
books. They did activities and played games to help them get to know and recognize specific genres. They
created their own mini-graphic novel and explored the comics from “my day.” The students reviewed
bibliographies and continued to practice formatting entries depending on the resource. Destiny Library was
reviewed so the students can scan for information quickly.

Sixth Grade: The students focused on the Mysteries of Harris Burdick. This book
is filled with 14 images. Each image is accompanied by a title and a single line of text,
which compel readers to create their own stories. The students chose an image and
created their own stories with a partner. The Holocaust was also discussed. The
students listened to the story, Star of Fear, Star of Hope. The narrator, Helen, describes
being eight years old-when it's 1942, in Nazi-occupied France. The curriculum
concluded with the viewing of the movie, Miracle at Moreaux, a dramatization of a
Catholic nun helping three Jewish children escape the Nazi in France.

SUMMER READING
The students in grades K-5 were presented information from a visiting King County Library representative. The
children learned about the summer reading program, incentives, and what books may interest them. This was a
great way to kick off summer vacation by getting the students inspired and excited about summer reading! LET
THE READING BEGIN!

Thank you for a wonderful school year of
books and reading!
Thank you to all my amazing volunteers in
the library!
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Spanish in Spring

Mrs. Sharilyn Lux, Spanish Specialist

The 8th graders worked on a travel brochure to visit a
Spanish Speaking country. After completing the
project, students presented their travel destination for
the class. We could see a wide variety of options, such
as a three-day trip to Bolivia for someone short on time,
or what it might cost to travel to Equatorial New
Guinea.
Students worked on vocabulary related to leisure activities. We
studied interrogatives and the use of accents and how accents can change the
meaning of words in Spanish. Students were tested on those areas, as well as regular verbs in
the preterite tense.
The 7th graders worked to create a PowerPoint presentation on an artist from a Spanish
speaking country. Upon completion of their work, it was presented for the class. In addition,
we worked to build and strengthen vocabulary including words for places in the community and
food, and the verbs “beber” (to drink) and “comer” (to eat).
Students were tested on these areas on the final, as well as on
verb conjugations in the present tense.
Seventh graders also had the opportunity to read with
younger students in the last couple of weeks to strengthen
confidence and reading proficiency in Spanish.

In both 7th and 8th grade, we learned about May 1st - which is Labor Day in Mexico and
much of Latin America. We compared how that day is seen in the United States. We also
learned about the history of the piñata, dating back to 1500’s in Mexico. Originally the piñata
had 7 points, creating a shape of the star. Each point representing one of the 7 deadly sins.
Breaking the piñata represents breaking of the bad, and when this happens, or the piñata is
broken, the good comes pouring out, like from the piñata.
Have a wonderful summer. It has been a great experience to work with our junior high students.
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Click N

tes Computer News

Kindergarten Computer: During this 3nd trimester, the
Kindergartners have continued to work hard on many
computer skills! They have worked on listening and
following directions. They learned how to save files to a
folder and open the folder to find their work. This trimester
they have worked with the paint feature on Kidspiration
which has helped develop important skills such as mouse
control. It also helped them learn to navigate between
different editing and drawing tools. They continued to work
on keyboard skills by finding the location of letters on the
keyboard with programs such as, Keyboard Climbing. They have transferred this knowledge to
learning a new program called Pixie. Pixie has expanded their working knowledge of using
various drawing tools and they have created some neat artwork on the computers. The
kindergartners have made great progress this year!
1st Grade Computer: During this last trimester, the 1st
graders have continued to refine their computer skills. They
have continued to work at categorizing and presenting
information through different applications, and on using the
paint and typing tools in Pixie. Keyboarding was something
they worked hard at this trimester. The 1st graders have
made great progress! Over the summer, they should continue
practicing their home row
keys/keyboarding skills if possible.
DanceMat Typing is a great free
online resource they can use for this. I’m so proud of all their hard work
this school year!
2nd Grade Computer: The students continued to work hard on
keyboarding this trimester. With the use of Dance Mat Typing and
projects, the children became more efficient with the keyboard. Several of
this trimester’s projects were accomplished with multi-media programs,
including Kidspiration and Pixie, as well as, Microsoft Word. The children worked on math
skills like counting money and skip counting. They learned some of the functions of Microsoft
Word and had fun inserting pictures and writing sentences to go along with them. They have
13

grown so much this trimester and expanded on their computer skills and knowledge. I am
amazed at all the progress they have made. Well done, second grade!
Don’t forget to have the students practice keyboarding skills over the summer!
Thank you to my wonderful volunteers for all your help in the computer lab.
~Mrs. McIntosh

3rd Grade Computer: Working with
FAVORITE LUNCH FOODS
numbers, graphing in Excel, and gaining
Fried rice
familiarity with PowerPoint formed the
Pasta
Hot dogs
Lettuce
basis of computer projects this trimester.
Wrap
Butter
Goldfish
To understand that computers are useful
noodle
tools for organizing data, students
answered a range of survey questions
Farafelle
Sandwich
about personal preferences such as color,
Spaghetti
food, sports, etc. Then pairs of students
Subway
Burito
used Excel to enter the data and create a
Bread,nute
Salami turkey
chart of the results. In another Excel
lla, and
sandwich
project, students used a virtual coin flip
website and
recorded and charted the outcome of 50 virtual coin flips. (SLE 2.1) For
the last project of the trimester, each student created a short
autobiographical PowerPoint. Over several class periods, students
learned to add color, designs, animation, and transition effects to the
slides. (SLE 2.2)
In addition, correct finger placement for keyboarding and math skills
were practiced frequently through a variety of web-based math games.
(SLE 2.1)
4th Grade Computer: Topics covered this trimester included coding basics, evaluating survey
data, letter writing, and progressing with PowerPoint skills. Through the Code.org website,
students worked through a series of challenges introducing the basic elements of computer
programming including sequential reasoning, loops, nested loops, and debugging. It was great
to see how students worked together to solve problems and persevered even when the coding
puzzles began difficult. Every month, students continued to reflect on their experiences while
practicing PowerPoint skills. The final projects of the year involved a reflection on learning
and growth this year in the form of a friendly letter to their homeroom teachers. (SLE 2.2) and
preparation for the Marketplace project with Excel data analyzing graphs of class surveys. (SLE
2.1)
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5th Grade Computer: Creating a business has been one of the major projects this trimester.
Student decided on the type of business, the products or services offered, and set prices. These
business plans were transformed into an attractive brochure in Publisher, complete with an
original logo, and a price list of their goods or services. To complete this project, the students
had to synthesize a variety of skills including creative writing, formatting, and drawing. (SLE
2.1, 2.2, 2.3) The 5th graders gained more experience with Scratch block coding this trimester.
They learned how to use the pen tool to draw geometric patterns and worked on move advanced
debugging challenges. In addition, keyboarding skills were practiced, and students continued to
record their monthly experiences while building PowerPoint skills.
6th Grade Computer: This trimester, the 6th graders have
dabbled in a variety of fun technology tools designed to spark
their creativity. Windows 10 includes an easy to use, video
making app complete with music and visual effects. Students
were tasked with selecting 10 photos and then arranging them
into a short video. Many agreed that this app would be useful in
future school projects. A large portion of this trimester involved
using the coding platform, Scratch, to learn how to set up
programming loops and variables. One of the projects involved
creating a maze game. Writing skills were built with monthly,
personal reflections which were added to the year-long
newsletter project.

Keep practicing those keyboarding skills
and proper Home Row Key Fingering by
following the links to our Keyboarding
Programs on my Webpage:
http://www.stlouiseschool.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=375576&type=u&pREC_ID=536676.

Thank you to all the Computer Class volunteers and have a super summer!
~Dr. Cole
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Grades K-3
Our primary students continued to
develop their motor skills and apply
them to a variety of cooperative games.
Hand/eye coordination stations and
bean bag activities really enhanced
their hand/eye coordination which was
then applied to learning how to throw
and catch frisbees. The fun targeting game, Line Ball, was
introduced. It’s an exciting game where students defend a ball from being knocked
over and are timed. They were also introduced to a modified version of
softball/kickball. The fitness
program included additional
and challenging movement
to our circuit training
routine and the 3rd graders
had an opportunity to
participate in an outdoor
obstacle course!

Grades4-5
The ‘middle’ grades continued to develop their basic
skills in volleyball
and transitioned into volleyball game play by the end of
the unit. Ball in Hand Baseball was the second unit of our third trimester. Basically, an indoor hybrid version of
baseball that emphasizes safe play but allows students to learn the rules of our national pastime! We also
participated in a variety of frisbee games. The fitness program included a variety of advanced movement to the
circuit training lessons and with the nice weather we transformed our field/big toy into a fitness center/obstacle
course.

Grades 6-8
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The ‘upper’ grade students continued their volleyball unit with a
high level of
game play and tournaments. We spent some time playing
baseball in the gym and when the weather got nice we learned
how to play golf with the use of frisbees. Golf terminology,
scoring and etiquette were points of emphasis. The always
popular Fitness One was presented on fitness days along with
advanced circuit training and the outdoor obstacle course.
Finally, we conducted the year end fitness assessment
through a hybrid fitness test of muscular strength,
endurance, and flexibility using the PACER and the
Presidential Fitness Test. Our 7th graders also spent time
preparing for Safari Field Day.
Greetings everyone! This is Mr. Evans with a review and
recap from the 3rd trimester in Physical Education. Our long winter
finally gave way to some warmer, drier days. This allowed us to take our lessons
outdoors. but also presented some challenges with staying hydrated and avoiding exposure to
the
sun. However, those challenges presented us with an opportunity to learn how to take care of our bodies in
warmer weather conditions.
Health/Wellness Tip
Please drink plenty of water over the warm summer months ahead. Our students have been taught to “stay
ahead of your thirst!” In addition, waterproof/sweat proof sunblock of 30 or higher is recommended. Next,
make sure you are safe! Wear your seatbelts, helmets, and lifejackets. Finally, stay active physically, mentally,
and spiritually.
Kindergarten-4th Grade Recap
Our primary students continued to stay fit through our fitness days. We added the fun walking/running fitness
activity called Caterpillar Fitness. Students learned how to walk in formation at we had runners and chasers
racing to the front of the line! We also learned how to take our pulse rate and with the help of our friend “Larry
the Lion” we learned about the location, size, and function of our hearts. The 4th graders were introduced to
Volleyball and all students learned how to throw and catch frisbees. With the skill acquired to throw and catch
frisbees, we applied those skills to a fun frisbee accuracy game called “24.”
Grade 5-6 Recap
Our 5th and 6th graders continued to stay fit with the addition of Caterpillar Fitness as well as our Fitness
Obstacle course where our BigToy transformed into a “fitness center.” Students were encouraged and
challenged to meet the Presidential Physical Fitness Test standards for pull ups and flexed arm hangs. Many
students exceeded the Presidential standards! We finished our volleyball unit and transitioned outside where
students participated in Frisbee Golf.
Grades 7-8 Recap
Our junior high students continued to alternate fitness and activity lessons on alternating weeks. Our junior high
students are exceptionally skilled at volleyball and it showed in class as well as during the Faculty versus 8th
Graders volleyball match. Congrats, 8th graders, on your victory! As with the other grades, we had many lessons
outdoors which allowed us to learn the Fitness Obstacle course and the terminology, etiquette, and scoring in
golf with the use of frisbees. Our 7th graders also prepared for our first “Safari Field Day.” Leading and
communication were points of emphasis along with providing a safe and fun field day experience for all our K5 students.
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Junior High Walking for Fitness Elective Recap
Although our 3rd Trimester walkers did not beat the record set by the 1st Trimester group, we still got many
steps and enjoyed our wonderful trail systems! We ventured out to Larsen Lake, Phantom Lake, and even
visited the botanical community garden twice. We also started a new tradition of walking to Menchie’s for our
final walk. Keep getting your steps, walkers!
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